The dynamics of fluid contained in a nano-cube has been studied by proposing theoretical model which is based on the microscopic consideration.
Introduction
The study of dynamics of fluid in different nano sized geometries has gathered widespread attention due to various technological applications. The dynamics of fluid confined in such geometries has been studied using experimental and theoretical techniques [1] . The geometry which has gathered maximum attention has been the nanotube due to development that took place in connection with carbon nanotube. In addition to nanotube, recently, geometries like rectangular nanotube [2, 3] , nanobubble [4, 5] , nanoholes [6] , and nanocube [7] have also been of interest. These nano scale geometries have applications various in nanostructure devices.
Recently, experimentalists provided evidence [8] for the existence of the new long-lasting nanoscale gas state by using infrared spectroscopy. They observed very thin bubbles of carbon dioxide gas measuring around 10 nm at the interface between a hydrophobic solid and water under ambient conditions. They have also found evidence for nanobubbles of air. This nano gas state has application in reducing the friction force when pumping liquids through pipes (and therefore reduces the cost of pumping) and stabilizing emulsions like paints [9] . Nanobubbles can also be used as cleaning agents [10] [11] [12] . Nanobubbles are found to be more effective at blocking tumor growth as compared to other nanoparticle delivery methods [13] . Nanobubbles for ultrasound imaging and intracellular drug delivery have been prepared by Wang et al [14] .
Similarly, Nanoholes [6] have application in increasing the capacity of data storage in hard disks [15] . It would increase harddisk capacity to around 1Tb per square inch. Nano-hole in metal films has been investigated experimentally and theoretically. It has been demonstrated experimentally that the shape of the holes in arrays could be used to influence the optical properties [16, 17] .
Nanocube is a geometry having side is of the order of 1-100 nm. Experimentally nanocubes of different materials have been prepared by different methods. But hollow nanocube firstly observed by Gou and Murphy [18] . They prepared cubic Cu 2 O nano-particles and are the first to observe that these particles appear to be hollow. The hollow nanocubes [19, 20] are of great interest in the past decades owing to their high specific surface area, low density, and well permeation and potential applications across different technological fields, such as photonic crystals, drug-delivery carriers, sensors, chemical reactors, biomedical imaging. One of the obvious geometric merits of such type of materials is their low resistivity under fluidic conditions, as they can be essentially considered as zero-dimensional (0D) entities when their size is trimmed down to the nanoscale regime. Many methods have been explored to synthesize hollow nanocubes [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Solid and hollow nanocubes of SnO 2 have also been fabricated by one-step hydrothermal treatment of tin foil in aqueous alkaline solutions at 200 °C [25] .
These nanoholes, nanocubes and nanobubbles contains a state of gas/fluid that exists inside nano geometry and is least understood. The dynamics of gas in such nanogeometries needs to be investigated and its properties are expected to be different at such small scale. Recently, we have developed a dynamical model for the study of the self diffusion of a fluid confining it from one direction [26] , and confined from two directions [27] . In the present study, we propose extension of the model to study the dynamics of fluid contained in a nanocube i.e., a geometry confined from all directions. The theoretical model is based on microscopic considerations and it demonstrates that the diffusion near the walls falls significantly. In proximity of the walls the dynamics of fluid has been found to slow down to an extent that fluid particles behave as if they belong to solid. The paper is organized as follow. In section 2 we present the underlying theory. In section 3 calculation and results are presented. In section 4 conclusion is presented.
THEORY
We consider the fluid enclosed inside a nanocube such that the fluid has nano dimensions in all the three directions. To understand the direct effect of confinement on atomic motion, we restrict our study to non-structural walls. The configuration space of a many-body fluid system is considered to be divided into a number of cells. Each cell is characterized by a fixed configuration associated with the local minima on the potential energy hyper-surface of the system. Within the cell the liquid configuration executes harmonic motion about local minima which are described by a fixed frequency or spectrum of frequencies. The system jumps between cells with a certain jump frequency τ -1 . The above considerations have provided a simple and useful understanding about the time evolution of the velocity auto-correlation function and self-diffusion coefficients of one-component, two-component and three-component fluids [27] . For confined fluid the wall first affects the amplitude of the harmonic motion of the particles in a given cell which are closer to it. This in turn affects the motion in adjacent cell in the x, y and z-direction. The impact of walls on motion of particle decreases as one move away from walls. Thus particles find themselves in a compression-like situation if the width of channel is of nano size. To consider the effect of confinement on the frequency and amplitude of single harmonic oscillator executing motion in α-direction we write
(1) where α=x,y,z represents Cartesian coordinates and A α are the respective amplitudes in α direction when the particle is at center. A particle in a given cell experiencing compression like situation due to confinement which results in decrease in its amplitude say by d α along α direction. At t=t α the particle reaches the confining wall along α direction with (2) which defines, (3) This affects the frequency of particle moving in cell. Let new frequency be represented by Ω α and can be determined from Ω α T α = π/2. This provides the expression for new value of the frequencies along α direction:
From the above expression, it is obvious that when the compression d α /A α becomes zero, the frequency in α direction remains unchanged. For definite positive compression the new frequencies are certainly larger than the respective old frequencies. In a nanocube the compression will vary with distance from the wall as a function of x, y and z: let it be represented by c(α). The expression for the frequency is then modified to (5) Considering the waiting time distribution for the cell jump, affecting the contents of subvolume, to be given by Sech(t/τ), the expression for velocity auto-correlation function is obtained to be (6) where k B , T and m are the Boltzmann constant, temperature of the system and mass of particles of the system. Diffusion in such case shall be given as
The average self diffusion coefficient is then given by (8) Here, 2l α is the width of the channel in the α-direction, measured in units of atomic diameter. In case of nanocube a particle experiences compression from all the sides simultaneously, the confinement deformation shall be dependent on each other. The value of the frequency in rectangular nano-channel is then given as (9) We define c(x,y,z) as product of deformation in a given cell as given by (10) For rectangular nanotube, there is confinement from two directions say y and z and then c(x)=0. The expression for velocity auto-correlation function is modified to,
. The local diffusion coefficient related to the time integral of the velocity auto-correlation function is obtained to be
The affect of walls will decrease as one move away from it, and it will be the minimum at center of the cube. If we follow an exponential decay, analogous to damping, for the decrease of the effect of the wall on atomic motion then c(α) can be taken as c(α) = exp (-(l α -α) ). If one wish to represent the complexity of interaction of fluid molecules/atoms with the wall one can generalize it to:
For a large value of l x , l y and l z the effect on the diffusion coefficient will be very small. Different values of γ and β set different values of compression at the center of cube and at walls. For larger γ, the impact near the wall is more whereas for smaller β the impact of wall sustain to longer distance and extends to middle of the geometry.
CALCULATION AND RESULTS
To study the effect of walls on the self-diffusion coefficient, we consider a system of spherical particles interacting via the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential. In order to calculate the diffusion coefficient we require the values of ω and τ. The values for these can be obtained [28] from the second and fourth sum rules of the velocity autocorrelation function when the fluid is not subjected to any confinement. The thermodynamical state chosen to study the effect of confinement is the state of density (n*=0.75) and temperature (T*=1.134) of the LJ fluids. Values for the frequency ω and τ (in reduced unit) are 7.222 and 0.07067, respectively (Here n*= nσ 3 and T* = k B T/ε are reduced density and temperatures. σ and ε are the atomic diameter and well depth of the LJ potential, respectively). These values of frequency and relaxation time (in reduced units) are obtained by using computer simulation results [29] for the Mori coefficients.
Normalized velocity autocorrelation function of fluid confined in nanocube (walls of nanocube are at x=y=z=±10σ) as a function of time for different values of x, y and z, corresponding to thermodynamic state n* = 0.75 and T* = 1.134 has been shown in fig. 1 . It is seen from the figure that on moving toward the corner of nanocube the negative minima increases and shifts towards smaller time. This can be explained as: when close to the wall, it sets up a momentum flow which can reflect off the wall and come back a time later to push the particle in the opposite direction resulting in back scattering. This effect is more pronounced in the proximity of the wall. Thus the fluid near the corner and walls behaves as if it is more dense as compared to at the central position. This transition of the state is dynamical in nature as one has considered only the affect of walls on atomic motion. Normalized velocity autocorrelation function of fluid confined in nanocube as a function of time for different values of γ and β, has also been shown in fig. 2 (a) and (b) at x=y=z=8σ i.e. closer to wall. It is seen from figure that with the increase in γ, VACF's minima decreases further and shifts toward smaller time. The affect can be understood in terms of increase in the frequency of the particles as these approach the wall. This increase is more for larger values of γ and β. The affect of β can be The local self-diffusion coefficient being represented by D(α) obtained from eqn (7) has been plotted in figure  3 verses position in one of the direction (say z) from the centre of cube and is shown as solid line. From figure  3 , it is seen that at the center of the plane, the local self diffusion is much less than the bulk value of diffusion, this is due to the affect of confinement not only from z-direction but from all direction. For small z, the effect of confinements from other two directions is constant and the change in diffusion is only because of movement of particle along the z-direction. The value of diffusion ratio remains almost constant up to z=3σ. After z=3σ the diffusion starts decreasing and when it reaches first two atomic layers adjacent to the wall the diffusion decreases sharply. The values of self-diffusion obtained for different positions of planes are shown as dashed lines. It is seen that for larger values of y (closer to wall) diffusion significantly reduces even for z=0.
Diffusion of fluid from centre to the corner along the diagonal of nanocube has also been evaluated and is plotted in fig 4 (for system with walls at x=y=z=±10σ) . It is found, that the self diffusion of the particle at the centre of nanocube is slightly less than diffusion of bulk fluids, which implies that the confinement affects the dynamics of fluid even at the middle of nanocube. Further as particle moves from centre along the diagonal of nanocube self diffusion starts decreasing and as the particles reaches near corner of nanocube diffusion falls sharply. This sharp decrease in self diffusion near the corners infers that fluids behave like as these are in super cooled state and diffusion falls to the extent of 10% of its value at center.
In order to take into the structure of wall and nature In order to get more understanding of the results we propose empirical relation for dependence of diffusion in nanocube given as (14) Here x, y and z relates to distance measured from the wall. Using data for different nanocube we obtain values of C 0 , C 1 , C 2 and C 3 and are listed in table 1.
It is noted that values of C 0 , C 1 , C 2 and C 3 decreases with increase in size in nanocube. The values of C 0 , C 1 , C 2 and C 3 increase with the increase in γ. For increase in β, C 0 , C 1 , C 2 and C 3 decreases and C 0 increases. To show how these results compare with that obtained from theory, we present such a comparison in fig 6. From fig 6, it can be concluded that equation (14) governs the behaviour of self-diffusion coefficient in nanocube. Value of -C 1 , -C 2 and -C 3 seems to be strongly related to the position from the wall corresponding to sharp decrease in self-diffusion coefficient. Such a relation is expected to be quite useful for explaining the simulation/experimental results. 
CONCLUSION
Based on microscopic considerations, in the present work we proposed a model to study affect of confinement on self diffusion coefficient of fluid in a nanocube. Diffusion coefficient has been studied as distance from walls of nanocube. The diffusion coefficient is found to become function of three rectilinear directions. The model predicts that the self diffusion near the walls within few atomic layers falls considerably. The results are contrasted with the results obtained from the similar considerations for fluid confined only in two directions. It is found that tendency of freezing near the wall increases due to confinement from all the three directions. At the center of nano cube self-diffusion coefficient is less than bulk diffusion. We also noted that affect of confinement on dynamic motion can leads to solidification of molecule near the wall and corners of nanocube. It implies that the fluid on injecting in nano hole/cube, can freezes and sticks to the wall. This study can be used to paint and create optically active holes e.g. with liquid Cobalt in holes of Aluminium. It is also found that affect of confinement on dynamics scale vary with the radii of the particles. Hence width of nanocube cannot be considered as absolute. 
